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additional effort by the farmer. Few sloughs as cover to be of greatest imfarms have good farmstead windbreaks, portance. Manure, in field or barnyard,
but most farmers, even on the more legumes and grit are important food

valuable lands, will provide the space sources; woods, brush and farmsteads

are important sources of cover. Severe
winter mortality is reported. Spreadwill, at the same time, provide a wild- ing manure near cover and planting
life habitat.
farmstead windbreaks are suggested
and with some encouragement estab-

lish windbreaks for the buildings, which

SUMMARY

management measures.
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IT'S TIME TO TAKE STOCK
Report by the Wildlife Society Employment Committee

Likening colleges and universities
colleges and universities giving course
work leading
to the automobile industry may
seem to degrees in wildlife
far fetched, but is it? Each is
management
engaged were canvassed. They
were asked to supply statistics on dein fashioning and selling necessary
products-one trained men, the other grees granted during the 1948-1949
mechanical equipment. Both entered
school year, and enrollments for the
the post-war years with production at fall term of 1949. They were also relow ebb; unable to satisfy pent-up cus- quested to comment on the status of
tomer demands. Time and high-speed employment as it affected recent gradassembly lines have bridged the gap of uates, whether there was need for exgas buggy shortage. The impact of
panding the employment base, and if
selective buying by a discriminating so what they were doing about it.
Table 1 shows that 369 undergradupublic is now real cause for concern
ate and graduate degrees were granted
among some of the motor moguls.
Rumor has had it that schools teaching
during the year ended September 1949.
wildlife management are overproducing.Table 2 discloses that 1,784 students
We decided to gather facts and opinionsare pointing their collegiate training
toward future employment in the variat the source of supply, and present
them to the profession.
ous phases of wildlife work.
Advice on the employment status of
As the first step in this operation,
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TABLE 1.-NUMBER OF DEGREES GRANTED FOR COMPLETION OF STUDIES AT SCHOOLS

TEACHING WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT IN THE UNITED STATES,
FOR THE YEAR ENDED SEPTEMBER 1949

Under- Master's Doctor's

College or University graduate Degrees
Degrees

1. Alabama Polytechnic Institute 0 0 0
2. California University 12 2 0
3. Colorado A & M College 14 2 0
4. Connecticut University 2 0 0
5. Cornell University 9 7 4

6.

Idaho

University

0

0

0

7. Illinois University 0 4 0
8. Iowa State College 6 5 2
9. Kansas University 1 3 3
10. Louisiana State University 5 0 0
11. Maine University 21 4 0
12. Massachusetts University 1 1 0
13. Michigan University 10 6 0
14. Michigan State College 14 0 1
15. Minnesota University 15 7 1
16. Missouri University 12 2 0
17. Montana State University 7 0 0
18. New Hampshire University 1 0 0
19. New York State College of Forestry 0 2 1
20. North Carolina State College 4 3 0
21. Ohio State University 13 3 4
22. Oklahoma A & M College 13 4 1

23. Oregon State College 32 5 0
24. Pennsylvania State College 0 4 0
25. Purdue University 0 0 0
26. South Dakota State College 11 0 0
27. Texas A & M College 17 1 0
28. Utah State Agriculture College 14 3 0
29. Virginia Polytechnic Institute 18* 1* 0
30. Washington State College 15 0 1
31. Wisconsin University 0 0 1
32. Wyoming University 12 2 0
Totals

*

279

Includes

students who graduated during the
year ended September 1949, and obtained wildlife employment, was requested in our questionnaire. Replies

revealed that a total of 151 of those

71

19

both

For

tween numbers quoted in this paragraph and those contained in Table 1
must be accounted for by degree holders who obtained work in non-wildlife

lines or who are still looking for jobs.
The Employment Committee asked:
who received Bachelor's degrees were
thus employed, and 77 had returned
"Hasto
the employment situation, from
your experience, improved or deterioschool to study for Master's degrees.
Of the 70 who had received Master's
rated for wildlife graduates during the
degrees, 62 were employed and 8 were
past year?" In reply to this question, 4
back working for Doctor's degrees.
stated
Of it had improved, 11 that it had
deteriorated, and 15 that it was about
the 19 who received Doctor's degrees,
17 were employed in teaching and
the same. The remaining 2 did not
other wildlife work. Discrepancies be-comment.
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TABLE 2.-ENROLLMENTS BY CLASSES, AT SCHOOLS TEACHING WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT
IN THE UNITED STATES, FOR THE 1949 FALL TERM

Total Graduates

College or University FreshJuniors
Seniors
UnderMas- DocmenSophomores
grads.
ters
tors
1. Alabama Polytechnic Institute

0

2

0

0

2

2

0

2. California University 20 24 20 14 78 10 6
3. Colorado A & M College * 17 22 26 65 0 0
4. Connecticut University * * 1 9 10 0 0
5. Cornell University 9 22 13 15 59 14 17
6. Idaho University 0 0 0 0 0 7 0
7. Illinois University 0 0 6 9 15 6 0
8. Iowa State College 0 0 8 6 14 6 8
9. Kansas University * * * * * 3 6
10. Louisiana State University 0 0 0 0 0 9 0
11. Maine University * 6 3 13 22 4 0
12. Massachusetts University 5 12 7 20 44 5 0
13. Michigan University 5* 11* 22 19 57 19 8

14. Michigan State College 22 12 32 12 78 10 1

15. Minnesota University 17 22 20 28 87 20 0
16. Missouri University 15 14 20 17 66 19 2
17. Montana State University 16 15 9 22 62 0 0

18. New Hampshire University 4 3 4 0 11 0 0

19. New York State College of

Forestry

20. North Carolina State Col-

lege

5

6

0

0

7

0
8

0

0

26

4
2

3
1

21. Ohio State University 20 17 20 25 82 10 2
22. Oklahoma A & M College * * 9 6 15 6 12

23. Oregon State College 33 63 30 51 177 14 1
24. Pennsylvania State College 0 0 0 0 0 15 0

25. Purdue University 1 3 3 3 10 0 0
26. South Dakota State College 12 19 15 7 53 0 0
27. Texas A & M College 31 21 30 16 98 7 5
28. Utah State Agricultural Col-

lege

22

30

24

33

109

22

1

29. Virginia Polytechnic Institute 36t 45t 29t 28 138 11 0

30. Washington State College 0 10 6 15 31 5 3
31. Wisconsin University 0 0 0 0 0 7 5
32. Wyoming University 12 8 13 21 54 3 0

Totals 285 382 373 423 1,463 240 81

* Figures for freshmen and/or sophomore
life students taking general college work are
t Both forestry and wildlife students, no dis

catalogued
thethe
follo
The questionnaire
ended in
with
emphasis:
following: "If your
school is graduating
1. Encourage work
graduates to get
into
more men than normal
opportuniconservation
officer
(game
warden)
ties will absorb, or if you anticipate

you will be facedwork.
with that problem in
2. Obtain
educational
credits
for
the next few years,
what
are
your
ideas
teaching
certificates.
on how the base of
employment
can be
3. Train
moreyou
men for
wildlife pubbroadened and what
are
doing
or
licity activities.
planning to do about
it? This elicited a
4. Include
fishery training.
variety of answers
which
can best be
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5. Reduce enrollments.

Some schools are beginning to
In reviewing inquiry returns, thisbroaden their course work to include
feature is highly significant: schools
more training for administrative posithat stress graduate instruction of ations. Others are pinpointing explorasmall number of students, and who
tory attention on the conservation
select those students with special care,
officer (game warden) branch as a
anticipate no difficulty in the foreseeable
source of State employment for their
future in finding satisfactory employgraduates. There has been a decided
ment for their graduates. Over the years
swing in recent years toward raising the

such training centers have built up
a
standards,
salaries, and qualifications of
reputation for turning out a limitedthe law enforcement group. We feel
that the time will come when these
supply of highly polished products.
They would be the very last to be
workers will generally be made responaffected by a glut of job candidates.
sible for all activities of the game deAfter tallying the recently graduated partment in territories assigned them.
group and the number still in school This will include extension and pubwho in one or more years will be com- licity work, physical restoration and
peting for employment, we feel that a management tasks, and law enforcebig oversupply of college-trained men is ment. Instead of game wardens these
in the making. For example, the Pitt- men will be wildlife managers. The infilman-Robertson program has been the tration of technically trained workers
outstanding source for employment of into this branch of employment-which
technically trained wildlife workers in has about 10 wardens to every biolorecent years. At last count more than gist in the State organizations-will
400 college-trained workers were on the strengthen one of the weakest links in
payrolls of State game departments in the operational chain.
Some success has been achieved in
the several lines of approvable actions.
That employment figure, when com- getting technically trained wildlife workpared with the totals shown in Tables ers into conservation officer jobs. But
1 and 2, gives real cause for concern. the small beachheads already carved
Another disturbing element is that out in that territory by former students
during the year ended June 30, 1949, need the expanded pressure that can
the excise tax collections on sporting come only from greater attention by the
arms and ammunition which finances
collegiate training centers. Institutions
that require broader employment bases
the 75 per cent Federal share of project
costs on Pittman-Robertson work
for their numerous graduates must
showed a 9 per cent decline from
workthat
diligently and purposefully to put
expansion across. That will call for
of the previous year. Treasury the
reports
on these deposits for the first 4 months
some redesigning of instruction schedules, with
of the year beginning July 1, 1949
dis- more emphasis on adminisclose that a further slump is in the
trative phases and less on purely remaking. If this trend holds, no improve- search aspects.
ments can be anticipated in this line of And if there is inclination to take a
employment next year; in fact, some dim view of conservation officer tasks
as a means for livelihood, consider this:
cutbacks appear inevitable.
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the workers in this class are the front

and other schools have been recruited

men, the display and sales force of theto fill these positions.
State departments. They are the ones Some institutions are looking to the
stationed at the source of supply whoteaching profession as an employment
are in contact with the producing andopportunity for wildlife graduates. Stuharvesting public every hour of the
dents are being encouraged to get
working day. Their dealings with the enough educational credits to qualify
public can spell the difference between for teaching certificates. Better instrucsuccess and failure in selling the results tion of conservation subjects in the
of carefully designed and thoroughly high schools and junior colleges is
tested research and management. Many urgently needed, and surely the teachexamples could be cited where products ing profession need neither be shunned
of much excellent fact finding have not nor labeled a dead-end street. That
been absorbed by the buying public in fundamentally important activity needs
the past, because these field salesmen no endorsement from us, but beyond
lacked understanding or confidence in that, many key workers in wildlife
the worth of newly developed practices research and operations came from the
and technics in the wildlife business.
teaching ranks.
As an illustration of an earlier parallel

Spreading the gospel through the

trend of technically trained men ex-written word is a top-level responsibility if wildlife conservation is to be
tending their employment horizon, consider the case of the Federal forest
sold to the public. The last several
years have witnessed a decided upswing
ranger. In the early days such employthe attention being given to this
ees were practically-trained meninhired
feature, particularly in the States.
locally. Their work consisted primarily
More money is being budgeted for
of organizing wild land areas to provide
publicity work than ever before. The
fire protection and control grazing.
There were no forestry schools in exist- scarcity of capable technically trained
ence. With the setting aside of Forest wildlife workers has necessitated the
employment of men experienced in
Reserves the need for professionally
trained men became apparent, and dur- journalism who lack biological backing the first decade of the twentieth grounds. Wildlife students who have a
century forestry schools were estab- flair for writing should be encouraged
lished. As soon as trained men became
to minor in journalism so they can step
into this avenue of employment after
available the practical woodman type
of ranger was gradually replaced by graduation.
the
In the Federal sphere, the Fish and
professionally trained wildland manWildlife
Service is by far the most
ager. The conversion is now practically
prolific employer of technically trained
completed, and within a few more
wildlife talent. This agency has done
years the last practical ranger will
considerable hiring since the war to
have retired and been replaced by a
man who is technically trained. Thus fill vacancies in previously approved
jobs and to gather new workers to staff
the work of forest rangers on the
National Forests has been classified as

programs developed from increased

appropriations. Reaching outside the
technical, and graduates from forestry
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cally trained candidates who pit their
talents and abilities against the collegiState setups-has left gaps that haveate group in the job marts. All of these
competitors are qualified and able to
been filled by upgrading other employoffer keen competition when it comes to
ees and creating openings down the
line for recent graduates. This employ- filling vacancies in the physical restorament upsurge by the Service has abouttion and management branches of the
run its course, which will be reflected in wildlife enterprise, where more than 90
lessened needs elsewhere. The National
per cent of available money is being
expended.
Park Service, Forest Service, Soil Conservation Service, and the U. S. Army The enrollment and other facts developed from this study by the EmployEngineers offer some employment for
ment Committee are disturbing. This is
trained wildlife workers, but numbers
especially true when that information is
hired are not large.
If the wildlife employment area
weighed against the known downward
trend in the hiring of men for convencould be roped off, with entry being
limited to men who could produce de-tional wildlife work. We are convinced
that two simultaneous actions should
grees in wildlife management from the
be taken by those schools that are
schools listed in this report-and possibly a few more schools that we maygraduating large numbers of potential
have missed-the work-opportunity
workers: the employment base must be
expanded, and determined efforts made
picture would be brightened immensely.
Outside of wildlife research, however,to reduce the numbers of graduates to
that is not the case, and research fallswhat the field of work can reasonably
far short of being a peak expenditure be expected to absorb.

organization for trained and experi-

enced workers-particularly in the

element. Even on the Pittman-Robert-

E. H. GRAHAM,
son program, investments by the States
Chief, Biology Division,
for fact-finding declined to 21 per cent
Soil Conservation Service
of the total cash outlays last year, as
C. R. GUTERMUTH,
compared to 32 per cent in the preVice
President,
ceding year.
Wildlife
Management Institute
Junior, teachers, and other colleges
that are not prepared to offer the comLLOYD W. SWIFT,
prehensive and high-caliber instruction
Chief,
of the schools named in this report, are
Division of Wildlife Management,

training wildlifers. While it is impossible

for such educational centers to turn out

U. S. Forest Service

CLARENCE M. TARZWELL,
high-quality products, their graduates
Senior Scientist, Biology Section,
compete with better-trained men and
U. S. Public Health Service
intensify competition for available jobs.
And the big oversupply of trained fores- R. M. RUTHERFORD, Chairman
ters can be figured as able competitors. Chief, Federal Aid Branch,
Then there are the non-college, practi- Fish and Wildlife Service

